Gong Fu Tea Tips
				

The Kettle

Water preparation is paramount to developing

mastery in tea art. Most of what goes into a cup of tea
is water; and for that reason, choosing good mountain
spring water and preparing it properly are the most
influential ways to improve one’s tea. In the next two
issues, we’ll explore the role the kettle plays in water
preparation and the importance of selecting a good kettle for one’s water. All too often, we have seen great teas
ruined by poor water or inadequate kettles. Some tea
houses mistakenly devote their time to seeking out and
providing high-quality teas, which then never flourish
because the water and kettle they supply reduces the
tea to average quality. Similarly, many tea lovers never
spend the money or time to research a good kettle, and/
or find the best source of water, and consequently aren’t
getting as much out of their tea as they could. When
you realize just how tremendous an impact a good
kettle can make, and that you technically only need to
buy one to last you for the rest of your life—enhancing
all the tea you’ll ever prepare—finding the right one
becomes paramount.
So much of tea preparation is alchemical and
elemental. The ancient Daoist mendicants utilized
tea as a part of their spiritual regimen, leading to the
transmutation of the immortalizing “Morning Dew
(gan lu)”. The correct combination of the elements isn’t
just about the spiritual, internal aspect of tea either; it
also leads to the most flavorful, aromatic and rewarding cup of tea. Lu Yu himself carved the trigrams that
represent the elements onto his teaware, recognizing the

importance they play in a life of tea. Proper preparation
is everything in tea, which is why it is called a “gong
fu”, which refers to something done with deep skill or
mastery. The five elements—Water, Fire, Metal, Wood
and Earth—are all important in tea, as is the way they
dance and move amongst each other. Exploring each
of them, and their complicated role in tea preparation, is an article for another day—for now let us begin
by touching on the most sensitive of all the elements,
Metal, which enters the art of tea through the kettle, of
course.
Of all the five elements, Metal is the most vulnerable, potentially enhancing or destroying one’s tea.
Many tea masters, since the Tang Dynasty in fact, have
alluded to this fact—and some even rejected the use
of all Metal in tea, since the Qi is so potentially harmful. The flavors of metal are strong and overpowering,
able to ruin water and tea leaves both, let alone the Qi.
Still, without Metal, one is missing one of the elements
that make tea so naturally holistic. For that reason, we
should only think about removing Metal completely if
we are unable to meet the strict standards required by
this element, more than all the others combined.
Just as Metal conducts electricity, so also does
it conduct Qi. It is, therefore, important that all the
Metal we use be high-quality. Secondly, the Metal must
be located in the proper place during tea preparation:
between the Water and Fire. Water and Fire are both
stronger than Metal, so it has more difficulty overpowering them. Furthermore, it acts as a buffer between

these volatile elements, bringing balance. The kettle,
then, is really the only kind of teaware that should be
metal. The other elements, like Wood, which is the tea
leaves themselves, will be overwhelmed by all but the
purest Metal, and even then still influenced more than
is perhaps desirable. It is best to allow the Metal to be
represented by the kettle, between the Water and Fire.
What then is high-quality Metal? It depends on
the tea, actually. We have found that silver and iron are
the best kinds of Metal for tea—nothing else compares,
really. One should remove all low-quality metals from
one’s tea space, especially alloys made of tin and other
inferior metals. Cheap metal tea sinks, strainers and
kettles can have a very harsh effect on one’s tea. If you
cannot afford a silver or iron kettle, we suggest removing Metal from your tea preparation completely, using
a glass or clay kettle instead. As Metal has the most
potential to dramatically affect tea, you will notice huge
differences when you remove low-quality Metal from
your teaware. Tea masters line their tin canisters with
paper or bamboo for the same reason. In this article,
we will explore silver, following up with iron in a future
issue of the magazine.
Since ancient times, tea masters have agreed
that silver was the ultimate refinement in tea preparation. We have had the fortune to try water prepared in
a solid gold kettle as well. While the water was slightly
better than that prepared in silver, it was not worth the
extreme difference in price. Furthermore, such gold
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kettles are extremely rare. For most all of us, silver is
therefore a much better option. In his book The Classics of Tea (Cha Ching), Lu Yu said:
“For the best and longest use, the kettle should be made of
silver, yielding the purest tea. Silver is somewhat extravagant, but when beauty is the standard, silver is the paragon
of beauty. Likewise, when purity is the standard, silver
yields such purity. Consequently for constancy, long-term
use and supreme quality one always resorts to silver.”
Even then, tea masters understood the magical effects
that silver has on water, as well as the aesthetic grace
that a beautiful silver kettle brings to the tea table.
Of course, there are many qualities of silver,
ranging from the silver-plated kettles of Japan and England, to the solid, hand-crafted antique pieces made in
Japan. There are also some modern, mold-casted kettles
produced in Taiwan using extremely pure silver. When
all factors, including cost and quality, are considered,
we have found the traditional handmade Japanese
kettles to be the best choice for tea lovers.
The Japanese were masters at every craft they
explored, and silver was no exception. The silver mined
in Japan was unusually pure to begin with. The masters then further refined it through secret smelting and
folding techniques passed on from teacher to student.
The folding of the silver was perhaps similar to the
steel-forging techniques used to create Japanese swords,
also masterpieces, that are considered by historians to
be of a higher caliber than contemporary weaponry.
The Japanese silver exceeds Sterling in purity, the latter
being around 92.5% while most of the Japanese kettles
have a silver content of 95% or more.
The Japanese made their kettles from a single
sheet of this pure silver. Very few of them were cast in
clay molds that were only used once. Almost all of them
were hand-hammered—slowly formed into bright and
functional masterpieces. When you look at them up
close and notice all the amazing work that went into
hammering the body, joining the spout and handle—
often with handmade pins or joints—they are truly
awe-inspiring. Some of them took weeks to create and
it is perhaps only the Japanese devotion to perfection
and mastery that could have focused so much time and
energy into a craft, as they did with most all aspects of
their lives.
The kettles come in wooden boxes that usually
give the artist’s name, sometimes the date and even the
name of the kettle itself if it was given one. There are

nickel kettles that are silver plated, and some cheaper
student-made pieces that are much cheaper than the
masterpieces. The pure-silver kettles have a mark on
the bottom signifying their quality level, an important
characteristic to look for. It is important to be careful of
these, and—as with all antiques—seek out the guidance
of an expert when purchasing a silver kettle, especially
since they are so expensive.
The purity of the silver cleans the water, making it brighter and sweeter. We have experimented in
several ways over the years, including several comparisons using people who do not drink tea and have no
particular sensitivity or refined palate. One experiment
was to line up four identical porcelain cups and ask
the participants if they found any of the waters to be
“different.” All four waters were room temperature,
and three of them had been poured from the same clay
kettle, while one had sat for about ten minutes in a
Japanese pure-silver kettle. We conducted the experiment about seven times, each time with 3-4 different
participants—none of which were tea lovers or had any
experience with silver. We found that an overwhelming
96% of the time, the participants could pin-point the

water that had been in the silver kettle. We then trained
them, explaining the experiment and pointing out
some of the characteristics of the water that had been in
contact with the silver, at which point they could find
the water without fail. And this was unheated water
that had merely sat in the kettle for some time!
We have also experimented by taking a puresilver kettle around to various tea lovers’ houses and
shops—all of whom were unfamiliar with such silver
kettles. We then asked them to prepare tea in their
usual way, using all their own teaware, a tea they are
very familiar with, as well as the water that they generally use. The only difference was that we substituted the
pure-silver kettle for the one they ordinarily use. We
then asked them to report any differences they experienced. All fifteen of the tea lovers we tried this with,
unanimously agreed that the tea was better, brighter,
sweeter and had more hui gan. About half also noticed
that the tea was more patient.
The water from the silver kettle even looks a bit
different. If it is put in glass, side-by-side with normal
water, it appears slightly shinier, especially at the top.
The real difference, however, is in the flavor and Qi.

The silver induced water is sweeter, softer and smoother
in the mouth. It tastes “purified”, for lack of a better
word. We have also found that teas prepared with this
water are always more patient, yielding almost twice as
many steepings.
The Qi of the water prepared in a pure-silver
kettle is also light, smooth and refined. It rises up, making teas shine, and causes the vibrations and flow of
Cha Qi to become softer and smoother. It is especially
suitable for green, white, yellow and light oolongs,
refreshing them in an amazing way. The water seems
to rise up, with a buoyant Qi that makes one feel as if
floating.
It is best to use silver kettles in conjunction
with a hot-plate that has an electric element, rather
than a conduction heater. The heaters that conduct
electricity interfere with the Qi of the water. Unfortunately, silver kettles cannot be used with hardwood
charcoal, as they are so expensive—though we are
experimenting with placing a sheet of iron over the coal
to heat the silver on.
There is a jeweler’s cloth that polishes silver
nicely, though you should only use this on the outside
of the kettle. Otherwise, it is better to leave the clean-

ing to experts, making sure your kettle has been scoured
before you purchase it. It is also helpful to dry it, wrap
it in cotton and return it to the box after each use, in
order to prevent oxidation and reduce the frequency
one needs to polish it.
Spending some time learning about different water sources and ways of preparing it can have a
greater effect on your tea than any other aspect, perhaps
even the leaves themselves. The effects of silver on the
water for tea is really amazing, and worth looking into,
if you can find the chance to save up for a kettle. We
have found that the value of the kettles continually
appreciates, making them a solid investment as well.
Tasting the smooth and sweet water, and the magical
way the Qi of the silver subtly transforms a familiar tea
into something exquisite, one can’t help but feel a sense
of awe for the mountain smiths who hammered and
forged these exquisite pieces.
Join us next time as we explore iron tetsubins

The Leaf

A Tour through Some beautiful Japanese silver kettles

